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Accounting Pricec 

Shadow Prieeo 

Duc to the "fundamental discquilibria" that exist 

in"underdeveloped countries, necket pricèa would 

diverge widely fron opportunity coste . To correct 

this, the use of accounting prices which would be 
2 

equal or closer tu opportunity costs arc  suggested  , 

Accounting prices   .re defined as prices that v/.uld 

he established in the markets if the markets were 

in equilibrium.    Also,  vhen equilibrium io achieved 

the opportunity coot of each factor would equal 

ite marginal productivity.    The market o are not 

in equilibrium due  to imperfections and lack of 
3 

complimentary ne ano of production.    A.  Qayun 

defines accounting pricec of facture "as the values 

of the marginal productivity of factors when a 

selection of te clini que has been made which provides 

the maximum possible volume of   output given the 

avail bility of resources,   the pattern of final 

1 see opportunity cost 

2 Tinbcrgcn,  J. The Desi/m of Suvclupncr.t,  (Baltimore 1958) 

Chenery,  H.B & lîrctcchner,  I'".S.,   "Rezurce Allocation for 
Economic Development,  üconouetrica,  Oct. 1956 

3. Qayun, A., Theory & Policy of Accounting Prices 
(Anntere. :i,  I960) 
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Accounting Prices (contd.) 

demand and technological poooibilitico of production". 

For the practical computation of accounting prices 

no generally accepted method hat BO far been prescribed 

or tried. In the literature concerning the subject 

various methods nf iterations have been suggested 

whereby planners might start with one  set of shadow 

prices, do all the exccrcir.es with respect to them 

cud then in view of the actual results ask once again 

whether the shadow prices chosen were in fact right. 

If not some method of successive approximation can 

be followed until we reach a set of consistent 

optimal shadow prices. Also, one of the solutions 

of a linear programming problem - the dual solution 

is said to contain a set of data for shadow prices 

for every limited resource and every product 

figuring in the problem. However, the practical 

value of these suggestions for use in underdeveloped 

countries is limited. 

Shadow Price of Labor 

The market price of labor in underdeveloped countries 

can be considérée? t be above the equilibrium rate 

f'uc to the existence of widespread unemployment and 

underemployment. Yet the cotisation of the accounting 

price of this factor is difficult because of the 
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. great variety of skills -uà  types of labor ..jiC the 

regional immobility of labor. There can JIüO  be 

a difference in the opportunity coot of labor in 

industry and agriculture. TJxictcncc of unemployment 

io not sufficient reason to concie1 er the accounting 

price to be equal to zero uniecG the unemployed 

cover every type rxid skill. 

Shadov; Price of Foreign Exchange 

By foreign exchange rate ie meant the price paid 

in domestic currency for a unit of  foreign currency. 

In underdeveloped countries thio rate ic likely 

to be kept do\;n through government poli. y. If resources 

arc to be optimally allocated . better valuation 

iü necessary. Although problema of heterogeneity 

doce not arise in the cace of a shadow price for 

foreign exchange, problems will arise due to the 

varied uses to which furcign exchange is put. 

The tariff structure will also contribute to this 

difficulty. 

Shadow Rate of Interest 

Fiscal and monetary policios in underdeveloped 

economics tend to keep the n „rket rate of interest 

below the equilibrium rate. The problem of a shadow 

rate of interest is intertwined with the bigger 
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question of a socially desirable rate of discount. 
(see also Tine Horizon) 

Accounting Prices for the Output 

Ordinarily, the use of shadow priccc i^ to help 

determine un optimal investment progrcm, where 

pricing the scarce facturo ii- of crucial importance. 

Logically, however, shedow prices arc equally 

applicable to the pricing of output, although 

it should be noted that this could lead to 

abuses of the accounting price concept which 

danger is Icos in the case of factor. 

i 
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Activity Andy ci o 

Linear Programing 

/ 
Activity Analysis is a procedure for analyzing cuy 

economic transformation in tcrr.it;  of elementary unite 

called activities.    An activity is defined here as 

a process of trancf .rming fixée1  proportions of  inputs 

of coot's an.', service;., into fixée1, proportions of 

of outputs. 

\a its theoretical contribution,   activity analysis 

liar; led to  tho restatenont in a general fern of the 

classical theory of production and of the relations 

between productive efficiency and prices.    In 

practical uses,  it provides the mathematical 

technique of linear pro gram-inr; which leads to 

optimal solutions to problems of resource allocation. 

Consistency between available resources,  interactivity 

demands   lid outputs is  satisfied in such a model. 

It should be noted that liner programming is only 

one particular f~rm of activity analysis,  a form 

which is well suited to numerical calculations, 

linear Programming problems c:ncom themselves 

with the efficient use  or allocation of limited resources 

resources to meet desired objectives.    These limited 

arc autonomous elements  (taken as given)  and they 

are called restrictions or constraints.    Mathematically 
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it would be represented by a set of simultaneous 

linear equations of the fora 

:-lxl + a2x2 -:-G-iX >c-txi Ve!! s 

where a/ü r.rc kncvci coefficiente and Xj'c are unknown 

variables.    These sii.iultaneous linear equations 

represent the conditions of the probler: (or opacifies 

the linear constraints    - in development prograns, 

that the denand for c-nnodities ;.¿i¿' factors should 

not exceed their supplies).    The nunber of unknown 

vai'iables would exceed the nunber of equations and 

therefore the syoten is underdo temiiiec1.    Uncerdctornined 

systens of equations have a nunber of solutions, 

j.inear programing deals with nonnegative solutions 

to underdetcrnincd syctens of linear equations. 

The solutions for the unknown variables (x^'s) 

which satisfy the basic conditions represented by 

the linear equations and the nonncgativity condition 

are called feasible solutions.     In order to  select 

one solution fron the nunber of feasible solutions 

nore conditions are introduced.    This is done by 

specifying the overriding objective of the problen 

- again in the linear forn,    This is called the 

Objective Function 

e.g.     eix! + C2X2 + + CjXj +  cnxn 

where c-j's are coefficients and x-j's arc 
..ctivity levels. 
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It nay be required that the objective function ic 

to be maximized (e.g. National Income, Employment) 

or niiiimizcd (e.g. uce of a reccurce euch ac capital). 

A colution that caticfiec the linear conatraintc, 

the nonncgativity criterion and the objective function 

ic called an Optimum Co]-at i on or Progran, 

Linear progrr;ui::.g  orobl^-m... come in pcirs. We can 

coivo it for tho activity levóle that give the 

de ci ree1, objective. Thic ic the cclution to the 

üEi.i.il Problem. The prinal problcn hae a counterpart 

which ic implicit in the equation cyotem :±v¿  io 

called the Dual u/roblen. Solution to the Dual 

Problem givec uc the pricce nccercary to achieve 

the decired objective. Recouree allocation and 

pricing are two acp^cto of the came problem and 

cince linear programming oolvee the allocation 

problem it ohould oolve the pricing problem aleo. 

An important objection to linear programming 

approach ic that it ic rectrictcd to the colution 

of problème involving linear constraint c jiiô.  a 

linear objective function, A linear objective 

function implica a fixeâ cet of relative weighto 

and in cacee where our valuec are cophicticatcd 

enough to require modification of the ce relative 
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weights depending on the cx¿.ct mount o of the afferent 

typoo of benefits or coctc involved, the objective 

function can no longer be linear,  end the cxccrcice 

i G no longer one of linear progrc.nj.iing.     ML ohall 

have to use non-linear programing methods to uolve 

ouch problème, 

linear programing iü ¡.till  of limited application 

v^ith reapect to underdeveloped countries due to 

lack rf data receding production relatione and 

c 03 ipiri c r c c p VJ i ty «, 
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Alternative coot of producing a good io defined as 

the cost of attracting factors of production fron 

being used in the production..^ other goods to the 

production of the good in question. This definition 

ctci-ic fri.-u the principle that the coct of producing 

anything is the value of the alternative, or the 

opportunity, that io sacrificed. Opportunity costs 

arc implicit in production costs-1-. 

Opportunity coct concept is applied to the three 

¡specially important resourcec, viz; labor force, 

capital and foreign exchange. The opportunity cost 

of labor in countries with large uncnploynent or 

underemployment, is very low or even zero, according 

to this principle, because it is possible to increaae 

labor input in one activity without a corresponding 

decline in any other activity. There are other reasons 

too for the market price of labor to be higher than 

its opportunity cost -.otatutory ¡.liniaun wages, 

collective bargaining contracts etc. The market 

cost of capital, the rate of interest is manipulated 

by the monetary authority and affected by fiscal policy 

1 see accounting prices 



and therefore" generally lower thon the opportunity 

cost and hence does not reflect ito relative oacarcity, 

Thuo the labor coot is overvalued and capital cost 

1c undervalued.    In. thu  case of foreign exchange 

both overvaluation and undervaluation can occur. 

There  ic no  practical procedure of detcrniniiig 

the prcciae opportunity co;;t of lrbor,  capital 

or foreign exchange.    There arc poccibilitiec to 

correct existing prices upwards or downward o in a 

very rough and arbitrary vrcy by the UíJC of accounting 

or shadow prices. 

i 
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Arrow Diagran Network 

In Plan ir.iplcucntc.tion diagram, if  notivi tice are 

represented by full lined arrowc,   and events by 

circles  or rectangles, wc con chow the path of 

plan i3.iplencnto.tion. Circloo at the  tr.il and head 

of an arrow indicate the councnccncnt event and the 

end event rcpectively for any  particular activity. 

The implementation of an industrial project or 

program is thus represented by a network of arrowo 

and circles  appropriately laid out  to chow the 

concurrent or ocqucntial interdependence between 

activities.     Such a diagram ic called Arrow Diagran 

Network.    The diagran can be used to identify every 

cingle  activity in the network uniquely by referring 

to a beginning event and an end event. 

Thic ic a variation of Pert1 used by the U.S Department 

of Defence. 

Critical Path in Arrow Diagram Network 

This is defined as the longest path which inûentifico 

the critical activities and events  that c ntrol 

successful  c uipletion of the project for nomai 

activity durations,    The network can be  contracted 

to shortest  overall project duration at lowest  

1 see Pert 
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possible  increase in direct coot,  working fron the 

critical  to oubcritical paths in turn by using the 

rapid durationc and their corresponding direct costs. 

By including all indirect coots in above,  the 

optimum overall project duration which give G the 

nininun total project coot can be determined. 

A reallocation of other resources in rien, machinée 

paid materials in order to inprove  the  allocation of 

recourccc already considered will give us the 

lîaotcr Flan Network for project implementation. 

Activity,   aggregato 

Ioplenenting an industrial project plan calle for 

the  execution of several different types of jobs 

or activities.     Activities con be  classified into 

concurrent activities and sequential  activities 

(coming after other activities have  been partially 

or wholly completed).    This activity  interdependence 

is based on the nature of the activities and the 

extent and manner of  their further breakdown into 

individual work packages.    The work breakdown 

ctructurc depends largely on the  level of 

responsibility at which the inplementation-planning 

process is being c iisiciered and conducted.     j\t a 

given level of responsibility, related work packages 
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nay be aggregated and assigned to difforent individualo 

making then rocpoiiDible for its-execution.    Trus 

an aggregate activity£or simply   ..ctivity) is 

composed of coverai work packages at a given level 

of responsibility in plan implementation.    An 

activity must heve a beginning and an end.    In the 

cace of all intermediate activities,   the commencement 

f any activity depends on the  completion of one 

or more proceeding activities.     The completion of 

a preceding activity is called  .::ui event or nilcstono. 

An event and ito precedine activities can be said 

to c nictrain the activities that  succeed that event. 

Implementation Gap 

While nuch work has been done  on the fornulation 

of optical, feasible and consistent development 

plans,  little has been done with regard to iuplenentation 

of pl;\ns.    ¡\r'vj  cohesive implementation theory is found 

for an analytical treatment of the various aspects 

of nanageri?.l problems involved in plan implementation. 

Dynamic plan execution is  the indispensable link 

between plan targets and the realities of attaining 

then.    This gap between the Plan and its execution, 

between planners and its executors,  is termed the 

Implementation Gap. 
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Average Invectribut Efficiency Coefficient 

io uced in certain centralised economice (e.g.Hungary). 

This i G a measure which indicates: the average  labor 

and capital requirement to increase production by 

one unit. 

To conpute the coefficient: 

First,   the average amount of investment required 

(over the economy)  for release of one unit of  labor 

is calculated. Let this be re pre cent ed by bß. 

Neit the accccsory investment requirenent of a 

material input worth one monetary unit ic calculated 

(represented by blc). bk ic in effect the capital 

intendty of production. The  t^tal investment 

requirement f>r expanding pr^ductijn by one 

mnetary unit is  the labor input of bfí and the 

capital input of b^. 

Hence (bg + bk)  input in i.iciiwy unite = 1 money unit 
of output/ annua 

The inverse l/br + \ io called the Average 
Investment Efficiency coefficient and ic reprcccnted 

by @ •  Thic ia a key figure which ohovs the average 

effect of inve et- ente  on the  expansion of production. 

Its value is affected by natural and teclinological 

conditions already existing,   the international 

progress of technology and ite achievement e, 
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the organization of production end fact re 

affecting the utilization of established production 

capacity,  objectivée of the national ccononic plan, 

the quality of eci.nciiic  and technical planning 

of the  individual invectnent project,  the extent 

of general er.ploynent eaid the rate of the 

natural grov:th of population, 

#cee aleo Efficiency Indicator of Labor Releasing 
Inv c c tL icn t c    and 
Efficiency Indicator of Production 
Expanding Inveotuente 
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There are two variante for the ¿ice vunted each flow 

method 
(i) The Internal Rate cf Return 

(ii) Net Precent Value 

The Internal Rate of Return 

Thie ic aleo referred to ac the Interest Rate of 

Return,  the Y Id,  the Invcctore Method. Rate of 

Return,  and the Marginal Efficiency of Capital 

The internal rate of return ( f* )  on a project 

ici obtained by the solution to the following 

equation; 

¿   Bt «- Ct       s0 
t-o     (1 + f>)X 

where    B^ = the benofito anticipated to accrue 
in year t of a project»c life 

Cj. = ccctc anticipated to be incurred in year t 

II   = length of life of the project 

Coetc are defined tz include capital outlayc,   labor, 

materiale,  energy and transport coeta,  and maintenance 

and repair expenditures.    Cocte do not include 

depreciation chargée or actual or imputed intere o t 

chargée,  as the intern..1 rate of return itaelf 

reflecte the implicit "net interest yield" of the 

project, and in thic cencc allows for the depreciation 

of the project'a coot. 
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The calculation of thic rato involves a cérica of 

trial and error iterations whereby the analyst 

seeks to determine the rate of discount (¿7) that 

rcducec. a particular o trenn of each inflows aid 

outflov/G tc> zero.    The rate of discount that exactly 

balancee each inflowo and outflows is the intornal 

rate of return of an investnent project.    Thic rate 

represents the highest rate of intercut an invector 

could afford to pay without losing money,  if all 

funde to finance the investment v/cre borrowed and 

the loan,  principal,  and accrued intere et were 

repaid by application of the each prcceedc 

Drawbacks of the Internal Rate of Return 

(i) Organization'c coct of capital - the highest 

interest rate an invector could afford, had he 

borrowed all capital,  ic very hard to determine. 

Therefore,  in practice there remains no nininun 

cut off rate against which propooed investments 

can be tectod. 

(ii)  the trial and error itcrationc ncceccary for 

determining the internal rate of return are tine- 

con outline and tirecone in the cacea of projects 

with complex each flow patterno and for organizations 

having to procecc more than a few projects at a tine. 

i 

i 
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The Net Pre cent Value 

of a project ia found by discounting at a predetermined 

interest rete or discount rate all future net cas^i 

flows arising fron the project.    This predetermined 

rate normally should reflect the enterprise's own 

expected investment  opportunity rr.te.    In cases of 

nationalised firms,   the opportunity rate selected 

io usually that of the economy ac a whole.    The 

decioion rule in this variant i a that if the net 

pre cent value recruiting fron thic calculation io 

greater then zero,   then a project should be accepted 

ao it implies a rate of return above the firm's or 

country's nomai investment opportunity rate. 

Among the advantages of this procedure are (i) there 

io no need for a notion of orcanization's coot of 

capital.  The idea of opportunity rate is familiar 

to most business men,  and (ii)  it avoids the, trial 

and error iterati one required to find the Internal 

Rate of Return. 

v>- 
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Capital Output Ratio 
Rato of Capital Turnover 
Capital Coefficient 

The Capital Output Ratio (C/0)  representa the 

or.ount of additional investment required to produco 

an additional unit of output.    It ic a ratio between 

the nuabcr of unite  of Capital required (C)  to 

produce one unit of Output (0).     SonetiiCG ito 

reciprocal ìG considered - the Product to Capital 

Ratio. 

An ove ral Capital Output Rrtio can be uecd for 

Cütinatins capital requirencntc for the whole econouy. 

It ic ucually estimated ac baced on pact perfornance 

of the economy but chould aleo nalec allowances for 

expected chacee,    Capital Output ratio is aloo 

computed for different cectoro ao well as different 

projects. 

# cce aloo Factor Intensity Criteria 
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Cor.iuercial Profitability 

fjT the firn in the private ecctor,  financed by 

rick or equity capital,  the prime objective 

theoretically ic "t.   nasirijo"  the long run 

oarningo to the present ordinary or equity 

ohL'j-choläcro.    Actually the behavior of cempanice 

today oecn to approximate to what hao been referred 

tj ac "catieficing"  behavior - nooning "a quiet life, 

the enjoynent of public cateen and power,  a 

reluctance to experiment, a reluctance to change 

and organization"1.    However,  the divergence fron 

profit naxinioing behavior it» cnr.ller,  the greater 

the preoüure on profite (thrugh onpetitien etc.) 

and the greater the importance in the c :upany of 

a opecialict function for creatine and evaluating 

technical and narket poceibilitiee. 

Criteria of Comercial Profitability include: 

The Pay-back Period, Rate of Return on Capital 

and the Discounted Cash ?low Method. 

1 Carter & Y/illiane, "Invcotiient in Innovation"(London 1953) 
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Conaunoríj Surplus 

There ie a cap between the total utility derived 

by the coneui..er fron the- purchase of a quantity of 

a t
r
:ood and the tctal narice t value that he payo in 

exchange f->r it.    Thiu gap ie called the Cont;ur.ierc 

Surplus,  which the conouner gets becauuc he obtains 

nore utility than the value he fur&goec for it. 

The law  :f diuinir.hinr: nar cinal utility can be u^cd 

t.i chow how ihia surplus ariecc.  'i'Le lav/ otatco that 

the earlier unit o of a food. Give r.->re utility to the 

concuner than the later unita.    Yet ho paya the 

oaue price for each unit of the ¿ood.     Therefore 

he cbtaina the extra utility on the earlier unitü. 
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Penand r.-uicl Supply Pune ti .ins;  or Schedules 

One variable is a function of another variable if 

one magnitude is related, to another magnitude in euch 

a way that for each value of the latter there 

corresponde a unique value of the former.    When we 

say that quantity demanded or supplied is a function 

of price we neon that for every price  there io a 

corresponding quantity that v/ill be demanded and 

supplied. 

Meyer e: Cele    expresses the Supply an? Denme1 

Functions core specifically for each tine interval 

of the total pi rimine period as fellows 
D = f (P,  T,  X,  Y, AN,...;....) 
S s f (P,  T,  li,   ï,ûH ) 

where 
I) & S are quantities demanded CJIC. supplied 
P = Price of Tr.msport Services 
T = Time interval 
K = cost of system capacity 
Y = c msurier incone 

a N = growth in population 

Here tine interval is specified as one year and the length 

of the planning period ab ut the sane as the eccnonic life 

of the system.  A different demand curve for each time interval 

ic considered,  each being a mnotonically decreasing function 

of capacity in each time  interval.    Supply functions are 

positive linear functions  ^f capacity. 

1 Meyer & Cole - "Capital Budgeting & Pricing Techniques" 
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Econorile Modela 

An econonic model is en organized set of relationohipc 

that describes the functioning of an economic entity, 

whether it te a household,  a single inerii.try or r. 

national economy, under a cet of einplyfying assumptions. 

All econonic reasoning ic baaed on models (includine 

hypothetical models) tut in industrial plannine, * 

models which can be çivon quantitative f ->rn are 

more important,    The c>ata and relationships required 

for c .instructing a model are usually cither baaed 

on the pa3t experience of the economy concerned 

or borrowed fron economics considered t) be sufficiently 

similar.    Before usine auch nodelli for planning i 

purposes it ic nocooaary cither to adopt certain k 

specific assumptions v/ith respect to the country*s 

future or to  adjust the historical relationships 

to  allow for prospective changes. 

Econonic nodels can be applied to the determination 

of econonic  policieo in two ways:  In the first case, 

it nay be used to determine the effects  of a 

particular cet of econonic measures,   for example, 

of investment in certain sectors.    The measures , 

and other data are taken as civen,  and the model is 

used to trace their effects throughout the economy. 
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This,   typo  of ;..:c"cls  arc celled rro.lection nodels. 

In the sec md case,   a certain set of  .-"bjüctivo3 is 

specified,   auch es a ¿Ivon rise in iucrnc or 

enployncnt or a given reduction of a balance of 

payments deficit, and the model is used ti c'eternine 

the no st  appropriate  policy measures to achieve 

these objectives.    Such a model ie called a 

decision "ìodel r.r policy r.::dcl. 

Three types cf model3 are uoed in developnent 

programming: 

(i) Affr,TCi^atc models which apply to  the entire 

cconony and deci with production,   consumption, 

investment and the like as single arrêtâtes. 

Such nodels are used to  determine possible growth 

rates in national income;  the division of the 

national  product among consumption (public and 

private),   investment  and exports,   the  required 

voluiie of  clone stic savings, imports and foreign 

financial assistance needed to carry  out a given 

pr:grau. 

(ii) Sector moc&lo v;hich apply t-•  individual sectors. 

Sector models arc uccd to determine  levels of production 

and consumption by ec niomic sectors 

and to  explore alternative production possibilities 

within individuo! productive branches. 
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(ili)Inter-industry r/dcls, which arc concerned 

with the relationships of productive sectors of 

on economy with each other,  and each of these sectors 

with other entities of the econony.    These nodcls 

serve to determine the deuand for interaediatc products 

and capital goods ( including inports), and their 

solution provides f ;r a mutually co'isietent set of 

production levels by ccononic  sectors,  and imports 

for the whole economy.    The pattern of transactions 

between industries and other najor sectors of the 

economy    - the internal structure of the  econony 

is displayed in the input-?ut-jut table.    Fron the 

input-output table an inrut-cocfficicnt matrix ] 

is derived by obtaining the ratio between each à 

input to an industry and the total output of the 

industry. 
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Efficiency Inc.lector of Jr.tnr Releasing Investments 

In the calculât:, ii of efficiency of investiitnts 

in Hungary, investments' arc divided into two groups: 

(i) Labor releasing investment - investment carried 

out in existing production processes in order to 

reduce the input of live and st ^red-up labor while 

keeping volur.e of production unch;-i¿,cd. Investnent 

here is not aimed at raising productivity. 

(ii) Pr ductien expanding investment - investnent 

ained :.t expansion of production and through this, 

the increase of national ineone. It is possible 

this type of investnent nay also release labor. 

In both these types of investments, the efficiency 

coefficient is a refinement cover the synthetic 

f -mula for Measuring the effectiveness of investnent 

in centralised ccmonies (nentioned elsewhere). 

The Efficiency Indicator of Lobar Releasing Investments 

at the plant level is Given by 

result     _  Hi - M2 
input B 

where B a amount invested 

lh   = the annual wages before investnent 

M2 a the annual wages after investnent 

jj  - Mg = the annual saving in wages 
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On the National Ecnoriic level this indicator is 

given by,. 
Oi - 02 

B i    (Ax - A2) hk 

where Oi - O2 * the annual value of reduction 
achieved in production costs (money terns) 

Al " A2 • thc reduction of the naterial 
requirement of production 

bk » thc average accessory investment 
requirenent of the materials 
(the average capital requirement 
of thc product; 

B • amount invested 

I 
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Efficioncy Indicator of Production Expanding Investments 

As against labor releasing type  of investments there 

are investments aimed at productivity expansion and 

increase in National Inccue.    Efficiency of investment 

here is measured by the ratio of net expansion in 

production to the cost incurred by it measured in 

terns of basic investment and labor releasing investment« 

The indicator for plant level is given by 

result                T -   • /., % 
g». _  =        T     "         (1) 

input B *Bg 

where T * increase in gross output 

A s cost of material character: 
materials, power and transportation cost 

T - A s value of annual net production 

B = amount of basic investment 

Bg = amount of labor releasing investments 

Representing the average efficiency of the labor 

releasing investments in the National Economy in 

a certain po riod by r 

Ms r s-   s— 

where   Mg a the labor force to be  secured 
in the period under examination 
through labor releasing investments 

Bs = the amount to be invested in order 
to release labor in the period 
under examination 

And b    the reciprocal of r,  i.e.  the investment amount 

needed for saving one monetary unit of annual wages 
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is given by 

6     T Ms 

If   M/ycar of money wages is tj be saved it can be 

achieved by   M,b      of investment o 

So Bg = M. bg 

where M * annual amount of wages noceasary for 
the operation 

Therefore formula (1) can be rewritten 
T - A 

g     S i. B      B + M.bg 

On the national level the indicator is 
T g w   

B + M.bg* A,bk + A.bg 

whore T= the production value showing the 
result 

B * the amount of basic invostnent 
M.br« the amount of invostnent necessary 

6    to assure the labor supply of basic 
investment 

A «    annual value of all materials used 

bfc •    the average accessory investment 
requirement of the materials 
(the average capital requirement 
of the product) 

A,bk « the investment requirement of the  plants 
producing the material needed for the 
operati.m of basic investment 

A,bß • the amount of labor releasing investments 
0     assuring the labor supply for the 

accessory investments securing the 
material requirements 

i 
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El?.yticity of Demand 

is a naasuro of the responsiveness cf quantity 

derail dec1 t-> a change in unit price of the ccn^odity. 

Alfred Marshall who introduced this c ncept into 

economic theory states that "the elasticity cr 

rooponaivenoos of denand in a Larkct i a £:;roat cr 

snail accordine as the amount denanded increases 

nuch cr little for a given fall in price, and dininishes 

nuch or little f->r a fiven rice in price"1. The 

usual f-.-rr.rla for the elasticity coefficient 

E  = TT"- "T  
where &-Q =  change in quantity dcaiandod 

A F = chance in price 

Q = orc'i^-.l quantity 
P = oricinal price 

Sjneti;.ios this coefficient ie referred to as the 

price elasticity of dc:.iand aid it trices into account 

effects of chancea in real inccne (as a result of 

price chance3) and effects ~>f substitution between 

conine di tie 3. 

If the coefficient of elasticity is creator than one, 

denand is elastic and it i.rplios that the c;nsuners 

total outlay on the product increases after a fall 

in price and the total outlay on the product would 

decrease after a price rice. If the coefficient is 

1 Alfred Marshall, Principios of Kconcuics, 8th Edn. 
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looíi than one, den nd io inelastic and the consequence 

of a price frill WJUIC! be a fall in the total ¿rount 

expended on  the product. A unitary elasticity, when 

the coefficient is equal to one, is a case for which 

total expenditure on a product rcoains unchanged 

in the face of a price change. 

, 

I 
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Export Efficiency Indicator 

is used in certr.in centrali sod eennonies with a view 

to reducing the doncstic input of the "yield" of a 

unit of foreign exchange. 

The selection of the export articles to be produced 

with the existing productive capacities, with due 

regard to marketing possibilities, relics upon the 

"Export Efficiency Indicator" - G, 

input  _ 0 - A-j i in d nestic currency 
G * result  = ' - Ai2 

in foreign currency 
where 0 = the production cost in doncstic currency 

An = the price of import materials used for 
production in doncstic currency 

T = the export price of the product in foreign 
currency 

Ai2 = the price of import materials used for 
production in foreign currency 

Thus'G' shows the cost in douestic currency for 

the "yield" of one unit of foreign exchange. The 

smaller the value of the indicator, the higher the 

economic efficiency of producing the product with 

existing capacities. 
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Factor Intensity Criteria 

This principle of investment evaluation is derived 

fron the classical principle of comparative advantage 

in international specialisation and trade.    Since 

•underdeveloped countries are narked by relative 

capital scarcity (relative to other factors:   labor 

and raw materials) they are advised to  specialise 

in items that require les3 capital per unit of output 

and to depend on other countries for goods requiring 

nore capital input , 

The "minimum capital-output ratio"  criterion can 

be justified only under severe restrictive assumptions: 

(i) Capital is the only scarce resource in the economy 

or the relative abundance of other factors make 

capital the crucial factor in determining cost 

differences,  (ii) Each investment alternative produces 

same output or market prices used to measure and 

compare different outputs correctly indicate  social 

values,  and (iii) assumption of constant costs in 

production. 

A related criterion which hr.s attracted attention 

in modern times is the capital intensity criterion. 

Here we measure the ratio of Capital to Labor. This 

criterion is derived from the Heckscher-Ohlin version 

1 N.S.Buchanan,  International Investment & Domestic Welfare 
(N.Y.  1945) 

t 
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of comparative advantage principle in international 

specialisation, Assuming identical production functions 

in all countries and if underdeveloped countries 

have low capital-labor ratios, then such countries 

have a comparative advantage in production of goods 

with low capital-labor ratios. The nain difference 

between capital-output ratio and capital-labor ratio 

is that the ferner asauues labor has zero opportunity- 

cost while the latter relaxes the assumption to saying 

that underdeveloped countries have a lower capital- 

labor ratio than developed countries. 

Both these criteria fail to take into account the 

existence of other factors of production (such as 

natural resources) which will be considerably untapped 

in underdeveloped countries. 
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Inconmensurables & Intangibles 

Project evaluation criteri?, used are  seldom neat 

and precise.    There will he considerations which 

have an important bearing on the desirability of 

a project but which cannot be rcaâily included in 

the evaluation criteria for various reasons.   When 

such considerations can be given a quantitative 

foni, but involve a dinension other than noney 

and cannot be converted jnto noney terns (flow) 

in a meaningful way, they are called " inconmensurables". 

If they cannot be put inte any neanincful quantitativo 

foni,  such considerations are "intangibles",    The test 

of a planner is whether he can turn an intangible into 

an ineonnensurable or a noney flow,   and an inconmensurable 

into a noney flow. 

The two important aspects of handling incommensurables 

and intanfiblee arò (i)  to be able  to estimate the 

effect of a proposed project with respect to such 

considerations rnd (ii)  to somehow or other give the 

proper weight to each consideration. 

When it is difficult to convert a factor t: noney coat, 

a high estinate and a low ostinate nay be used in 

naking decisions. 

/ 
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Inferior Good 

is defined as a good whose cr.n3uj.17t i on declines 

when income rises r.s it is substituted by foods 

of higher prices or conversely whose  consumption 

rises when income declines as it is  substituted 

for higher priced goods.    The natie does not indicate 

that the good is of  inferior quality.  A stock example 

of inferior food is margarine. 

Infra-Structure,  Social and Economic 

Social Overhead Capital 

There are certain types of basic investment projects 

which must precede  other normal investment activity 

in order to provide the necessary climate for the 

latter to cone about.    Power,  transport,   education, 

communications and others can be included in this 

category.    Their services are infirectly productive 

and become available after long gestation poriods. 

Investments in these basic needs constitute the 

social and economic infra-structure  of the economy. 

Quick-yielding, directly productive  investments always 

follow them. 

The major problem f.\ccd in project evaluation in this 

type of investment is that their value cannot be 

assessed by the monetary returns directly accruing 

to them. 
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Interdependency 

(i) Denand Intordependency 

The demand for the output of one project depends 

upon which other projects ere carried out. 

(ii)  Cost Interdependency k 

The cost of cue or nore inputs of one project depende 
i 

upon which other projects are carried out.    This type 

of interdependency is closely related to the first 

type,   since what is a demand for one project is 

a cost for mother. 

(iii) interdependence due to external economies and 

diseconomies 

Interdependency due to external econe-nice referred 

to here is technological interdependency. These f 

cover intcrdependencies arising fron a direct 

relationship between the output of one project 

,iid the output  of another. 

Interdependency due to external diseconomies indicate 

increasing social costs. 

(iv) Conditional Tntcrdopcndency 

In this category,  one project uust be undertaken as 

a condition for undertaking another. 

(v) Blocking Tutordor>cnaonoy 

In this case,  undertaking one project precludes 

undertaking another» 
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Linkage Effects 

A given change in the production originating in one 

industry is likely to be felt by direct and indirect 

lihks through a nuubcr of other industries.    There 

will be a difference  in the direction and intensity 

of  the intcr-connectiona and nany indirect effects 

are likely to "be negligible for practical purposes; 

but sono are inportant enoueh to be taken into account. 

The indirect effects created by the change of the 

anount and/or structure of inputs are called 

backward linkage effects.    The  chances of outputs 

create the so called forward linkage effects, 

resulting in new or increased production based 

on'the supply of sene new product. 
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Marginal Growth Contribution 

The conflict between the Gocial Marginal Productivity 

criterion objective of r.iaxinisinp income  at the 

present tine and the Marginal Per Capita Ecinvestucnt 

Quotient criterion objective of mxiLiisation of 

per capita output  or average income at SOLIO future 

point in time,, has been reconciled by O.Eckstoinl 

in his Marginal Growth Contribution criterion. 

Eckstein specifies the social objective to be the 

maximisation of the present value of the future 

consumption strcan.    If a discount rate close  to zero 

or equal to  zero is used, this objective v/ould 

cipproxinato the future inetne objective,  whereas 

with a high discount rate of future consumption 

we obtain maximisation of current income.    Eckstein 

also assumes a different    savings ratio for each 

project.    Prom these premises he derives the 

Marginal Growth Contribution formula. The formula 

has two terms - the first,  an efficiency term, 

which measures the project's direct contribution 

to consumption (present value  of the consumption 

stream)  md the second,   a growth term, which 

1  O.Eckstein,   "Investment Criteria for Economic Development 
and the theory of Intertemporal Welfare  Economics", 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. Feb. 1957 

) 
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measures the prosent value of the future consumption 

stream made possible by the increased growth of 

capital. 

The results obtained by the use  of Marginal Growth 

Contribution criterion depends on the rate of discount 

applicable to future consumption. 

Eckstein suggests the use of fiscal measures to 

obtain an income distribution capable of yielding 

sufficient savings rather than the selection of 

projects tîased on the reinvestr.civt quotient criterion» 
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Margine! Fer Capita Reinvestment Quotient 

The proponente of this criterion W.Galenson and 

H.Leibenstein    are not in agreement with the 

Kahn-Chenory Social Marginal Productivity2approach. 

They feel that the social marginal productivity 

criterion becomes inadequate with the assumption 

of a social welfare function in which the objective 

is to maximise per capita output or average income 

at a predetermined future time rather then to 

maxiiiise a discounted stream of  income over time. 

If so,  then "the correct criterion for allocating 

investment must be to choose for each unit of 

investment that alternative that will give each 

worker greater productive power than any other 

alternative. To achieve this it is necessary to 

maximise (a) the amount of capital per worker and 

(b)  the quality of the labor force"5. 

Maximisation of Capital Labor ratio has to be 

done at the expense of consumption in underdeveloped 

countries since voluntas savings and fiscal policy 

to obtain forced savings are not so readily available 

1,3 \7.Galeason & H.Leibenstein, "Investment Criteria, 
Productivity and Economic Development", Quarterly 
Journal of Economics. August 1955 

2 see Social Marginal Productivity 
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hero. Of the two components of income from a project, 

profits and wages, profits are likely to provide 

more savings. Therefore the most productive project 

which maximises per capita income at some appointed 

future time will be the one with the highest profit 

per unit of capital : .invested. Following this line 

of argument the authors go on to prove that even 

though in the short run labor intensive techniques 

nay be preferable, there can be considerable doubt 

about its validity as a general proposition. 

Therefore they advocate the adoption of projects 

with the highest capital labor ratio. 

This is a reversal of the factor intensity criteria. 

This implies an assumption about the production 

functions namely that increasing capital intensity 

will raise the average returns to capital. This is 

no+ a justifiable conclusion. Also, the authors have 

taken the consumption of the unemployed workers as 

equal to zero which is not warranted. A distinction 

has to be made between the amount of reinvestment 

per worker and reinvestment of capital previously 

employed. 
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Marginal Productivity of Factors of Production 

Marginal productivity of a factor of production is 

the additional product or output added by the use 

of an extra unit of that factor with the other 

factors held constant.    Under equilibrimi the 

marginal productivity of a factor would equal its 

opportunity cost. 

Marginal Productivity of labor is the value added 

to output by the use of an additional unit of labor 

while land,  capital and technology remain constant. 

Marginal Productivity of Capital 

Conceptually the above definition for factors of 

production holds-good here too.    However,  a distinction 

has to be nade between the private marginal productivity 

of capital and the Social Marginal Productivity of 

Capital1.    Private marginal productivity is taken 

to be approximately equal to the market rate of 

return on investirent.    Social marginal productivity 

iu harder to estimate as it should reflect the 

social rate  of discount which is determined by the 

social tine preference between current values and 

future values. 

1 see Social Marginal Productivity 
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Marginal Utility 

is defined as the additional utility derived by 

a consumer fron the use of one extra unit cf a good. 

It can be shown that the marginal utility derived 

fron each additional unit of a g .-od is smaller than 

the margin-.1 utility of each former unit. This 

principle is embodied in the law of "diminishing 

marginal utility". 

The above principle is used to show how a consumer 

arrives at the equilibrium position between his 

consumption needs. A rational c nsuiner night be 

expected to rank all the possible ways he could spend his 

¡       money income according to the satisfaction they 

yielded and would do this by proceeding down this 

heirarchical ordering until all his funds were 

exhausted. Assuming that every product can be 

c nsumed in precisely the desired amounts, the 

rational c•onsuncr would spend on every product until 

the marginal utility fr^m the last unit of nmey 

spent on each product is equal to the marginal utility 

derived from the last unit of money income spent 

on every other product - otherwise he could make 

himself better off by transferring funds from a 

product yielding low satisfaction to one supplying 

greater satisfaction. 
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National Economic Profitability 

Since market evaluation grossly violates notions 

of social welfare,  there has to be  sene other criteria 

for determining a project's desirability. 

What is usually suggested to find national economic 

profitability is to start with market  evaluation c.f 

costs and benefits,   and compute the  "present value" 

of each project at the market rate  of interest. 

We can then systematically "correct"   the set of 

market prices by bringing in those factors that 

the market does not reflect, e.g.  "external effects", 

considerati ns of inequality of ine one distribution, 

the weights to be attached to the welfare cf future 

generations.    The correction will also include 

the market interest rate and therefore the basis 

of the present value  calculation.    Thus modified 

the commercial profitability figures will give some 

indication of our notions of social desirability. 

The use of "shadow prices" is suggested to achieve 

the above goals. 

Mbet of the criteria suggested such as the National 

Product criterion (Tinbergen), Social Marginal Productivity 

(Kahn & Chenery), Marginal Per Capita Reinvestment 

Quotient (Galenson & Leibenstein),  Marginal Growth 

Contribution (Eckstein) incorporate  one or more of 

the above considerations. 
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National Gross Rate of Ròturn 

is the annual rate at which the project generates 

value added for each unit cf output.    Even if 

there is no marketable product or service,  the 

product or service would still have a value 

Nation,! Gross R,te =    V^3faf!t 

This rate of return considers that a severely 

Uniting factor in newly developing countries 

is the capital available per capita.    If this 

scarcity exist3 it car. be argued 

that a society that invests so as to naxinisc 

value added per unit cf investnent will naxinisc 

income over tine.    The national gross rate  of return 

counts value added wi thout regard to who in the 

cconony receives the  ine one or what is done with 

the incoile generated. 
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National Product or Consumption criterion 

in project evaluation is calculated based on the 

project's direct, indirect and secondary contributions 

to total output, all values to be computed in 

1 ? 
"accounting prices" . Tinbergen* also describes 

this as the ¡Jatioiial Welfare Test, Direct contributions 

are significant in complementary activities. Examples 

arc transportation and power plants. Indirect 

consequences are contributions to welfare (national 

product or consumption) to be anticipated in the absence 

of additional changes in total national income. 

E.g. Land reclamation and more jute growing as a 

consequence. Secondary conséquences c nsist of changes 

in production which are the consequence of changes 

in national ine me, both in the short and long run, 

connected with the new production. 

1 sec accounting prices 

2 Tinbergen, J., Design of Development (Baltimore, 1958) 
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Opon Econony 

Aii econoiiy is seid to have cui opon character when 

the actual and potential scarcity of natural resources 

and conditions nake it impossible to utilise the 

existing and expected capacities in the lone run 

on the basis of domestic resources alone to the 

fullest extent. 

Thus the basic characteristic of the open econony 

is that a large part of national income arises in 

foreign trade both on the export and import side. 

During those otages of development when the need 

for capital intensive goods are high this is 

especially applicable. The inport needs of the 

economy are suddenly rising to a qualitatively 

new level. Therefore in such an open econony where 

a certain high level of industrial development 

has been achieved the implementation of any long tern 

prograu is a function of the increasing export ability 

of the economy, Sound development strategy has tr> 

take into account the cumulative effects that une 

unit increase or decrease in export produces much 

more than one unit fluctuation in national income, 

in employment and in the standard of living. 
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smee the increase of national income and onploynait 

raid consumption are functions of the economy's export 

ability, the :iost important criterion for project 

evaluation is the expected net foreign exchange 

earnings of a project or of the national economy as 

a whole in the long run. 

Optiiality 

The nest widely used rntion of optinality in 

econonica is the so called "Paretan Optiiiality." . 

A Paretai! improvement indicates a situational change 

such that sono people (at least one person) gain 

raid nobody loses. This definition leads to the 

conclusion that an economic situatimi is optimal 

if no Pare tan improvements are possible starting 

fron such a position. This is a very weak sense 

of an uptimum because such an optinun can be achieved 

even when some people are very poor while ethers are 

very rich, provided the unhapincss of the poor 

cannot be reduced except by reducing the happiness 

of the rich. Thus Pare tan -ptimality says nothing 

about distribution and is consistent vith any degree 

of inequality of ineone distribution. 

The Paretan emiept of optimality is sonothing that is 

necessary for welfare naxir.isation but not sufficient. 

This accessory condition should not be c-nfused with 

the sufficiency condition. 
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The optiriality of the perfectly compétitive market 

mechanism has been proved, within the range of certain 

specific assumptions, by usine the notion of Pare tan 

optinality.    The  specific assumptions ere - perfectly 

competitive markets, ;.o external effects,  nc  saturation 

of wants. So that if projects arc evaluated at free 

-market prices amd people act like conpoti ti vc decision 

units,  it will be assured that we arrive at a situation 

such that no pers n can be made better ?tf without 

making s-neono else worse off.    This has led to 

identifying rmarket profitability with economic 

soundness. 

The assumptions of perfect market - especially that 

of the capital narkct is erraneous.    In labor surplus 

économies where  the marginal product of labor is 

zero i3 never reflected in the market.    No exterial 

effects is also  a far-fetched assumption.    Paretai 

optinality assumptions also clr not consider the effect 

of a procrea on future generations.    Finally,   stoppiing 

with Parctan optinality implies ignoring distributional 

questi : is in v/hich economic planners are clearly 

interested. 
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Parameters,  technical end economic 

Statistically a parameter is defined as any characteristic 

of a population.    In economic r.odcls in particular 

those attributes of variables which are given, 

rather than those determined inside the model, nay 

be called parameters. 

Technical and econonic parameters of factors and product 

will influence the production CDsts, technical quality, 

technology as well as investment expenses,  expected 

prices, marketing ability etc.  of the product. 

Pay-back Period 
Pay-off Period 
Capital Recovery Period 

In project evaluation at the firn level this criteria 

can be used.    The pay-back period is defined as the 

length of tine required for the strean of cash flows 

of an investiicnt (gross earnings)  to equal the original 

cash outlay. 

Its principal advantage is its simplicity in both 

concept and calculation.    Also,  it concentrates on the 

camines in the near future, which are more valuable 

and certain than earnings in the distant future. The 

disadvantages of this method are (i) it docs not take 

into account the tine pattern of earnings within the 

payback period, and (ii) it does not measure the 

profitability of the project. 
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PERT 
Progran Evaluation Review Technique 

is a technique for planning and program control, 

usine a pictorial representation of all actions 

that cust be tricen,  mei an analytical procedure 

for predicting f>erf .rr.ance tir.ie and evaluating; 

unccrtainity for thv- pro^ra^-«    The essential elements 

of a Pert plan, are 

(i) Activities 

The effort required to proceed fron one event to 

another. It is i-casured in torus of elapsed tine, 

(ii) Event 

A definable point in tine where s one action has been 

couploted or started;  the boundary between two or 

no re activities. 

(iii) Network 

A graphic presentation of the individual events and 

activities and their interrelationships,  of which 

a project is conposed (see Arrow Diagram Network), 

(iv) Tir.c Estimates 

This is the estinated tine required 

for accomplishment of an activity.    Thceo estimates 

are used to determine both probable time and decree of 

uncertainity. 



(a) Qptiniatjç Tine 

The optioistic tine is the tino which will be roquired 

to cor.plcte en activity if every thine thc.t crai GO 

snoothly docs fío snoothly.    The optimistic tine is 

expected to occur one per cent of the tine, 

(b)Pessiuiotic Tine 

The pessinistic tine is the ti:'.e which will he required 

to conplote cii r.ctivity if everything that can ¿;o 

wrone docs go wr.nc.    The pessinistic tine is expected 

to  occur one per cent of the tine. 

(c) M-.st likely Tine 

The nost likely tine,  is the tine which is (br.sud on 

previous experience) actually anticipated to be 

required for conplction of an activity. 

¿'see also Critical Path in Arrow Diafíran Network. 
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Price Discrir.iinr.tion 

In cenerai price discrimination means thr.t a firn 

charges two or no re prices for the sane product. 

Price discrimination is possible by fimo in all 

market situations,  other than puro competition. 

Price discrimination is designed to appropriate 

all or part of the consumers curplus to the producer» 

In industrial planning*,  price discrimination is 

advocated for capital budgeting, when the best 

single price fails to cenerate ei-nueh revenue 

over the planning period to provide a total greater 

than the present cost.    Three general types of 

pricing schemes arc suggested in an attempt to retrieve 

more revenue,  all involving f ras of price discrimination: 

(a) Cyclical Price Discrimination 

applicable to situations in which very sharp seasonal, 

daily or other variations occur in the rate at which 

the service or product is consumed,   such discri :inntion 

often being a means of ameliorating the high costs 

and other problems associated with very intensive 

peak use or demands 

(b) Interconsuncr Price Discrimination 

wherein different price levels for different categories 

of customers are established within any single time 

interval, but the various levels remain constant for 

these different consumer groups over and between tine 

intervals throughout the planning period; and 
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(e) Intertemporal Frico Discrimination 

in which there is only one price charged in any tine 

interval,  but that ¡price nay change over tine within 

the total planning period. 

Progranninc Criteria for Project Evaluation 

This is essentially a general equilibrium solution to 

the problcn if project selection.    In its cost 

elaborate and sophisticated f:>m the  costs and 

returns of all feasible projects,   the  available 

factor supplies,  and  "correct" prices for at least 

fina.1 outputs are all fed into an. electronic conputer. 

The conputer then tries various combinations of 

projects calculât!;^ whether or not each conbination 

uses all the resources anc1 whet its total final value 

is.    Finally,   the computer chooses tha/fc combination 

which has the r.axiaun value of the final outputs. 

Conceptually,  this is the  ideal project evaluation 

criteria.    Starting' with available res /urces aiid 

the valuations on final outputs,  it proceeds directly 

to  the goal of naxiuisinc   the tota.l v\luc of fina.1 

output.    Project interrelations arc considered and 

assuninc the "correct"  prices are used for the final 

product,  it would select those projects which actually 

do uaxiiiise the final value and gain in social utility, 
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However, tho practical use of this criteria is li-ilteu 

due to the nuubor of possible combinations to be 

evaluated, the lack of allegedly »correct-prices and 

other data in underdeveloped countries. 

Linear Prolamine attests to simplify the approach 

almost to the point of taking awry its conceptual 

validity end no practical uso has yet been aadc of 

this either. 
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Rate of Return on Capital 
Book Rate of Return 

variants: Average Return on Investment 

Book Method 
Encino er s Iîothod 

The rete of return en capitr.1 is defined r.s the 

ratio of pr; fit t-. capital. There are uinor 

variations between the different concepts whose 

titles arc mentioned above." 

Average Return on Investment is the average incono 

fr u a project expressed as a percentage of capital 

outlay. 

In the Book Method,  the expected or  »nomai' profit 

as a percentage  of the averse capital onployed over 

the life of the project is considered. 

In the Engineers Method,  the expected or  »nomai' 

profit as a percentage of the initial capital employed 

is the criterion. 

The nain disadvantages of the rate of return on capital 

nethod are (i)  difficulties with regard to definition 

of profit,  especially the difficulty of defining 

nomai profit where profit nay not be constant over 

the years, and (ii) the difficulty of defining capital 

v*- 
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outlay where investment allowances are given raid whore 

working cenital ferns a large proportion of the 

capital invested, cud (iii) the tine pattern of 

ine .ne fron investment is not considered - allowance 

is not nade for the fact that the sane sun of nonoy 

tonorrow is wrrth less than it is today. 

#  see also Boncfits - Cost Rr.tio 

Rate of Return to the Entreprcncuer 

If in private enterprise, tnie nain risk is taken 

by the entrepreneur who borrows noney fron a bank 

or obtains a loan elsewhere, this rate of return 

bebones ncaiiin-ful. If a project coos well, one 

would ex;oct an entrepreneur to cot an attractive 

return on his investnent. If the project coos poorly 

the entreprcncuer d.os badly. In a sense, this 

rate is the uargin for error for fer those who lend 

to the entreprise. The greater this margin the 

greater the entreprcncuer^ risk. The inputs of 

the financial flow are investment funds which are 

supplied by hinself. The outputs arc depreciation 

and profit of the entire enterprise, less required 

amortization payments. 
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Sensitivity Computations 

(i) On the sectoral lovel 

In a sectoral linear programming model, when the 

optimum pro;'TPXi has already been computed, computation 

of cumulative effects induced by any of the chants 

in various factors of the model is easy. The object 

of sensitivity computati-ns is to measure the 

effects caused, by chanccs of one or another factor 

for the sectoral program as a whole. For example 

by chaiirine c nstruction expenses we are able to 

sec the effect of this change on the whole investment 

activity of the sector, moreover changes in output, 

experts, imports etc, can also be considered. 

(ii) on the national ec :ù\ov.y  level 

The object of national level sensitivity computations 

is to measure the cumulative effects of a chance 

in any factor on other factors. 1c  would like to 

know for ex r.pie the effect of a decrease of investment 

funds on consumption, export or on sccotral allocation 

of investments, labor etc., .       .       _ 

and sensitivity computations can provide it easily 

if the model and the optimum size of various activities 

arc already determined. 
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Social Marcirai Productivity Criterion   (SMP) 

À.E.Kahn1 in an article he wrote in 1951 proposée1, 

the rule of social cardinal productivity as a guide 

to selection of investnent activities. H.B.Chencry 

has attenptccl to give quantitative fror. t) the 

SLIP principle by applyiiic it to a nunber of er.pirical 

situations in Greece,  Turkey, Portucal and Southern 

Italy.    Inporfections in the Market riechanisn in 

underdeveloped c •untries cause private value  and 

private cost to  diverge fr.n social value and social 

cost.    Therefore in allocatine investnent resources, 

the criterion to be followed is "the total net 

contribution of the Marginal unit to national 

product and net Merely that portion of the 

c ntribution (or its c< sts) which May accrue to 

the private investor"'.    Fallo- in¿; this statcM^irt 

Chenery has formulated a Measure  of SI£P by    usine 

sirplc rules of thunb such as bal-JICO of payr.cnts 

effect,  capital intensity etc.    He has nade use of 

data likely to be available in a developing ec:nouy. 

1 Kahn,  A.E.,   "Investnont Criteria in Development pro/rans" 
Quarterly Journal of Ec-noMJes. Feb,51 

2,3 Chenery H.B.,   "The   application of Investnent Criteria" 
Quarterly Journo.1 of Ecciunics.  Feb.53 
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Chencry's SMP f3rnula is: 
X + E - Mi          1 + Mci + 0 r (oBi + B2) 

3MP »    £ í   -    jr    +    1 

where SUP = averafc annual increment in National lucono 
(plus balance of payment equivalent) iron 
±hc marci. :al unit oí iiivcstncnt in a 
¿•iVOll.  U8C 

K = increment to capiteli (investment) 

X r increarx-d m-rlcot value of ovtput (after 
allowi:„c f ~<r subsidies did protection) 

E = added vcluc of output due to external ce onorile s 

Hi s cost  of imported materials 

L = Labor cost 

M is cost  of domestic materials 

0 = Overhead cost 

r = nnrcinrJL rate of substitution between 
National ine .r.ic anr1  balance of payments effect 

Bi= effect of installation ^f investment on 
balança of payments 

a = combined amortization ^iC interest rate on 
current borrov.'inc 

B2 = effect of operati^n on balance of payments 

Dividine the  social narcimal product into 

(a) value added in domestic  eccnony per unit of 
invest: lent 

V    where V = X + E - H± 
T 

(b) total operating cost p^r unit of investment 
C      where C = L + IU + 0 

and (c) balance of payients pre:dun per unit of investment 

Br where 3 = (aB-i + B2) r 
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the formula f Dr SMP eau b^ shortened to 
„,m        v      -   C Br sip- I     t  • r 

Br 
+   IT 

SMP ia thus found to b. the projet of the perccntaGe 

4.    f y - c N   "ne rate of of social value over cost     ^—^—J    -^ x 

capital turn ever (|Ws the balance of payants 

prcr.iuri. 

Even if this approach cm he criticized on the 

Gr:unds that rankinc of investment projects in this 

manner is a ri^io and ucchaiiical approach,  the 

conceptual and analytical u8cfuliic.se of the concept 

has to ho recocnised. The SUP criterion pr,vides us 

with a Measure of project sélectif in terns of a 

consistent .and défendable set of values. 

Main criticians of the SIT approach include (i)  that 

the criteri.m ¿oes not consider the  specific nultiplier 

effect of invest.lent on future inc. : .0 levels,   (2)  it 

ignores chafes in the quality of the factors of 

production such as labor force which is a enseouonce 

of current investiert patterns, and (3)  that this 

criterion is less cenerai thru the  over-all procreine 

approach,  because it is based on a partial equilibrium 

malysis that is only valid far relatively s.,^11 changes 

in the economic structure. 
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Surplus Rete of Rotura 

The savins fron the inca,, concreto, fron a -project 

cannot bo controlled adequately for investit Puposo. 

„ f(vr.fn* centroliood ecor-cniee).    Since 

savi-s aro a Ititi*! feot» ou cconoaic growth, 

the surplus reto of return will h-vc t   he c nsidcrcd. 

The investment i..puts of a project ere in effect 

surplus (to conation) resources th,t aro nr.de 

available to the project durine the investit 

Period.    To the extent that the project cerates 

_ „-..--,    it -ir'tüs it -lossible t> onset0 
l.orge surpluses s >•••'-, l* a>~u.>= 

w+o      Thcrcf re we have V   consider in additional projects,    merci ic 

the question "at what rato are reinvestire funds 

generated by the pr-joct f .r each «nit of surplus 

aadc available to the project?"    The answer to *i. 

cation is the surplus rato oí return.    IM. rate 

i. computed as th, differer.ee between t .tal sat. s 

v,lue of the pr ject and the cost  of purchased 

inputs (raw r.aterials.  power etc and labor cost,). 

The surplus is tajeen to be equivalent to profits, 

c-cpreeiation.  interest parents and tr*cs. It is 

viewed fro:, th. point of national economy rather 

then the enterprise. The assumption is th-t all 

such surpluses ÍU be used for further investment 

«n    -r-   art arlary pay.outs'will be spent entirely 
while wc-O CJ-lL o^'^^y v J 

no-, Ti«rrin-1 Per Capite. Rcinvcst- 
oa consumption,  (sec ".leo ¿¿f¿¿tío:lt)/ 
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Synthetic Index of Economic Effectiveness of Investment 

In order to check alternative forms of investment 

fr:m the point  of view -f "comparative efficiency" 

in centralisée1, economies synthetic formulae hr.ve been 

developed. 

On the sect ral level and für siii¿:lc plants,   the 

tr.sk of investment evaluation is practically reduced 

t» the che ice of one  out of various invest' icnt 

variants bringing about equivalent productive effects. 

If the problem is thus simplified,  the issue which 

must bo recorded as an essential in the evaluation 

of ce olio: lie effectiveness of invest: \e:it is a choice 

of the proper level of technique  of a Given investment 

project.     .ttenpts to quantify the differences aiong 

alternative variants from that point  of view have 

fcnabled laying dwi the basic and simple for.: of 

synthetic index of o cono: lie effectiveness of investnnnt. 

Many economists stortine fro::1, a statement of scarcity 

of capital, base the  "coefficient of efficiency"   on 

the rate of substitution between the  additional 

investment outlays and eventual  decrease of operating 

costs.    As the latter can be reduced to labor,  this 

rate of substitution nicht be treated as the individual 

marginal rate of substitution between labor raid 
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investment.    This staple Resumption of a two factor 

production function cannot be  justifiée, except :n 

rare cases (viz. post-war reo instruction period 

when labor was the  uost  serious bottleneck) as there 

arc other bottlenecks which cannot be i&iored (e.c. 

raw materials cai?. intercediate f;oods) whòn techniques 

are selected.    Therefore standard uethodolofclcs 

reco mend the use  -f other yardsticks alo    in 

the choicenakine process besides the- use    í a 

synthetic index. Reference here is mainly to the 

use of indices in physical terns - tcchno-econouic 

indices,  such as input  of fuel, power raid other 

uaterial per unit  of output,  output per unit  ->f 

oqui prient etc. 

Given below is a synthetic fenrol?, derived fron 

capital-labor substitution. Assumine two different 

variants of an investment pr; ject where production 

of each variant is the  sane: 

(i) I-.*   I2 «kor* Ix -and I2 are Investment outlays 
of the respective variants being 
conparcd 

fii) Ci^   C?     where Ci and C2 are the annual operatine 
Hi; ui^    o2 cAgte of^thcso ^xlaxtB (r.oinly 

representing labor costs) 

and denotine T « Period of Rocouionent of additional 
investment outlay (âarcinal rate of 
substitution between capital and labor}, 
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E « reciprocal of T (coefficient of comparative 
effectiveness of cenital iiivostaent), 

both T and E are determined by c jr.parinß the candidate 

variants as follows: 

T - is - n 
" ci - c2 

1 cl - c2 E   a —     = -= *- 
T I2 - Ix 

Por the obligatory evaluation formula,  the necessity 

of usin¿j the  social marginal recoupment period is 

acknowledged.    Thus for additional invest:lent costs 

the following; inequality is accepted as a condition 

of effectiveness 

l2    "^     C   T+     (2) 
Cl   - c2 

where T+is the soci.-.l marsina! rate of 
substitution 

The economic meaning of formula (2) is that additional 

investment cannot be accepted unless recoupnent takes 

place by sufficient ec:nonios in operating costs, 

because in o*her sectors  or branches of the economy 

the sane investnent outlay nay brine about better 

ccononic results,    Fomula (2)  can be expanded to 

^r   I2 + T+C2 <   !]_ + T+Ci 
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In generili the no st effective use of capital is 

achieved T:y selecting a project 1^  such that 

*1      + C]_    is the lowest anoiig a given sot of 

alternatives.   More generally, for the purpose of 

comparison añone alternatives resultine in different * 

levels of annual output, the evaluation formula 
i 

can be expressed as 

I.  1      + C 
^w a a Liin.ir.Tun, 

P 
where P indicates annual production.    In countries 

where a unif :rn standard value for T+ eaists,  it has 

been established in li:.iits of five to six years (for 
t 

Hungary five, Poland six). 

The basic synthetic fornula has been Gradually ^ 

developed further in the various centralised economics 

by taking into account differences anong investirent 

variants v/ith recard to different patterns of 

gestation and fruition:   (i)  extent of immobilization - 

tie up or freeze,   of investuent during construction, 

(ii)  length of period of exploitation,  and 

(iii)  ti io shape of production costs during the 

period of exploitation.    In countries with iLiportant ' 

foreign trade sectors (such as Czechoslovakia.  East 

Gernany, Hungary and Poland)  export pronotioii 

and inport substitution aspects are now included 

in the synthetic fornula. 
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Tine Horizon 

The problem of Tine Horizon in econonic pi ramine is 

the problem of determining tho socially desirable 

rate of discount.    It is a problea of estimatine 

at the becinnine of pl-n period the value of the 

benefits that has to be achieved rvt the end of the 

end of the clamine period. 

In the private sector, the prevailing market rate 

of interest is accepted as the desirable rate of 

discount because of its correspondence to two 

riacnitUL.es,   First, it is supposed to represent 

the tine preference of the members of society, 

expressing the relative weights to bo attached 

to present c-nsunption conpared to future consunption, 

Sec.ndly, it is supposée1, to exprese the productivity 

of private capital investment and this ropresent3 

the opportunity cost of public sector projects. 

Planners on the national level, however, cannot 

accept the market rate for purposes of project evaluation 

due to the existence of imperfections and also 

because the preferences of future Generations are 

expected to be reflected in their choice of discount 

rate. 

Despite the fact that a lot of discussion is being 

conducted on this subject, no convenient rules of 

thunb are prescribed. 
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Total Outlay Curves 
Net Outlay curves 
Couposite Net Outlay Curves 

The deuand curves con raso be considered total outlay 

curves since we can obtain total outliy (expenditure) 

on the product by consuuers at any point on the curve * 

by multiplying the quantity by price. ^ 

Defining Doriand and Supply as functions of price 

of transport services, tine interval, cost of 

system capacity,  consumer incone,  Growth in population 

and other stillar variables,  the "net outlay curve"1 

for every tine interval ie obtained by subtracting 

the supply fron the deaand functions for each tine • 

interval.    These represent derived denand curves i 

for each facility itself after supply and operatine 

costs and co3ts other than system use have been 

subtracted and are thus net effective denande for 

the facility's capacity.   The linear aecregation 

of the net outlay curves ßives the conposite 

net outlay curve. 

1 Meyer, J.R & Cole, L.H., "Capital Budgotinc and Pricinß 
Techniques" 
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Transformation Curve 

Production Possibility Curve 

are curves that show the rate of substitution between 

two goods or two types of coods produced in a society 

given the availabilities of the factors of production 

and the levels of technique. 

It illustrates the basic probleu of economics, viz. 

the need f >r optimum allocation of United resources 

between various needs of society. 

Veotora 

In elementary algebra we are concerned with expressions 

which take real numerical values.    The expressions 

nay be constants or variable taking values fron the 

sy8ten of real lumbers.    Advanced algebra is not so 

oonfined.    It is able to handle systens other than 

real numbers, e.g. conplex nunbers.    It can deal with 

not only'magnitudes1 such as length or width, but also 

"vectors"  such as force or velocity which have "magnitude" 

ancV'direction".   Higher algebra concerns itself with 

eeta or groups of elements rather than single values 

as ie the case with elementary algebra. 
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Vectors (ontd.) 

In a two tllnensional plane we represent a 

point by a pair of nunbers which we call coordinates» 

(ai   02)» This could be oalled a two dimensional veotor. 

If we have an n-dinensional space, a point P in such 

a space would have n coordinates and it would be 

oalled an n-dinensional vector, ¿n n-dinensional 

vector "a" is sinply an ordered list of n nunbers 

(or   an n-tuple of tíonponents) and it is written 

a • v^» &2»  •••••••• •P'i*«•• t•• »®n' 

What is inportant in vectors is the ordering of 

nunbers. Vectors can be written as coluun vectors 
al 

or row vectors (a^, a2,..«..,an) 

In linear procrannins vectors are used to represent 

activities - called activity vertors which would include 

both output and inputs of the activity. The operations 

that can be perfoaned on vectors lend facility 

to the solution of linear proerauninG probten*. 

• ; ' 

i 

4* 
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